Dear Schools, Organizations, and Partners,

I-FEST², the International Festival of Engineering Science and Technology in Tunisia, is a project competition and a multi science and activities event completion and event organized by ATAST, in collaboration with MILSET AFRICA; BRISCECC; the Ministry of Education, the Ministry of Technology; the Ministry of Youth, the Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Tourism.

I-FEST² is the largest international science fair in Africa; our target this year is to have participations from around 40 countries with over 1200 participants and supervisors. The festival is open for all students between the ages of 12 and 24.

I-FEST² is a competition where participants will be undergoing a judging procedure by several specialists in the domain of their project, it is an opportunity to highlight your hard work and achievement and having your project assessed by a team of specialized judges.

I-FEST² participants will also take part in various conferences and trainings as well. Many Universities and potential partners are joining us this year to give special awards and scholarships for the top ranked projects.

I-FEST² Categories include: Physical science, Engineering, Environmental Science, Computer Science, Life and Biology, Social and business Science, Multimedia, Short Film, Business, Mathematics.

As usual, you will also see another version of the International STEAM Congress, which is a part of I-FEST² 2024 and targeting 250 teachers, educators, and leaders from around the world dedicated to advancing the interest of STEAM disciplines to youth. It includes lectures, STEAM competition and certified workshops for teachers.

During I-FEST², we included many other extra scientific and cultural activities such as: Z-Generation forum, STEM Fair, Treasure Hunt, ...

The stay will be in Mahdia Palace Hotel; 5100 Mahdia Tunisia; one of the most luxurious hotels in the region. Local transportation to and from the airport; accommodation, meals and local trips will be covered during the participation in I-FEST² 2024.

On behalf of All ATAST National Directors, and the I-FEST² 2024 organization committee we kindly invite you and your team as finalists to join I-FEST² from MARCH 22nd to 28th, 2024.
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I-FEST² General Director  
ATAST President
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